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“The war has taken much away from me.
But I am determined to travel again and pick up
my life here. Until then, I have been working as
a volunteer. I sometimes feel a bit useless now.
That is why I have now helped at the festival.
It gives me the feeling that I matter again.”

HAYYAN

Participant New Faces
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PREFACE

These quotes represent just a sample from all the reactions of the participants at the
New Faces project last year. Participants from all over the world who have only recently
settled in the Netherlands. They are building a new life, but they often have to deal with
isolation, language barriers, cultural differences and unemployment. Dutch youngsters
generally have little contact with this group. This is unfortunate because mutual contact
has great value to make you feel like you are at home. Also, where can you get to know
new people better than in places where you already have fun, such as a festival?
Checking out music performances together, working long hours and then returning to
your tent at the end of the day.
The New Faces project invites newcomers to gain work experience at festivals, make new
friends and get to know the Netherlands in a different way. For festival directors, it’s a
great opportunity to make their festival more inclusive and interesting. Festivals engage
a new gro01up of people with various new stories, backgrounds and perspectives that
are different from what the usual audience is like.
The Netherlands is a country full of festivals. Every year thousands of festivals are
organized with the help of tens of thousands of volunteers. One can imagine festival to
be a small-scale society even. However, the audience and the festival organization are
rarely a reflection of society. What if festival directors involve this group of newcomers
within their mini-society and show the world how to tackle integration in a successful
manner?

SARAH

“I got in touch with Dutch people for the
very first time.”
Participant New Faces

“Last week I was invited to a birthday party.”
Participant New Faces

“My mind, which always races on, finally took a
Deelnemer New Faces
break.”

In 2018 four festivals joined the New Faces project, with over 100 newcomers
participating in all sorts of tasks to keep the festival running: From security to working
at the bars!
All four festivals that participated in New Faces in 2018 want to continue the project.
With this toolkit, we invite all festivals across Europe to follow their example.
That is also applicable to, let’s say, sports clubs, theatres and cinemas.
Enjoy reading and be inspired!
Matthea de Jong & Hooman Nassimi
- Initiators of the New Faces - Leeuwarden December 2018
New Faces was organised as part of Leeuwarden-Fryslan 2018 European Capital of Culture
as part of the IepenUP program, a format around social issues.

Participant New Faces
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INFORMATION
GUIDE
The purpose of this toolkit is to assist you practically and show you how to involve
newcomers as volunteers. Suggestions are made for various aspects of festivals: From
vision, personnel policy, budget management and recruitment to production, guidance
and external communication.
>

The program contains guidelines and advice for practical preparations, as well
as the actual realization of the festival. We start at the beginning: The
choices made from the start determine the practical preparations and impact
the final implementation.

>

A distinction is made between primary recommendations that, according to
the experiences during the New Faces project, create the best conditions for
effectively involving newcomers. In addition, bonus options are included. These
are not a must, but help organizations to implement this form of innovative and
inclusive personnel policy as smoothly as possible.

>

The project is matched uniquely to the shape of the festival through the choices
made by the ones organizing it.

DARE TO
BEGIN!

ADNAN

NANCY

Deelnemer New Faces
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NEW FACES
BRIEFLY
EXPLAINED

“An amazing experience. I’ve learned all kinds of
new things and met new people. I also became
acquainted with new traditions, habits, art,
music and cultures.”

Participants, Oerol

THE POTENTIAL

Festivals cannot function without their volunteers. Festival organisations are strengthened
by volunteers, they become a part of their core. They support tasks that are often quite
simple but nevertheless indispensable. The low threshold for people to work together in
an energetic, positive and often festive environment, is the ideal opportunity to involve
newcomers.
Each newcomer is different, with differences in social-economic background, country of
origin, etc. However, everyone shares the same experience of being forced to endure
long and slow administrative procedures. This makes it difficult for newcomers to
participate actively in society and expand their own network. Building a new network is
key for everyone to find your own place in society and to gain work experience, which is
in turn essential for finding employment.

“If we can help someone to find their path in the
Netherlands, I want to contribute to with our
festival. In this way we can give folks the push
they need to get them going.”

Director, Oerol

New Faces represents inclusiveness through equality. This means that, when newcomers
are involved at the festival, they are engaged as fully-equal volunteers. As a festival
director, you can expect the same from newcomers as you usually expect from other
volunteers. This empowers newcomers with a sense of independence and equality.

HENOK

GENERAL ADVICE

As a festival director, determine your strategy in time and think about how and where
newcomers will be placed within the upcoming festival. All of our previous experience
with Dutch festivals highlights this starting point. By figuring out the strategy and
planning early on, time can be saved, unpleasant surprises can be excluded and there is
a greater chance that newcomers will flow smoothly into the regular festival dynamics.

Deelnemer New Faces
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THE REASONS
TO GO FOR IT
IT ALL STARTS WITH A VISION:
>
>

“Newcomers often live in isolation for years on
end. Or they simply new to a completely foreign
country. Thus, the impact of participating at a
festival renews the life energy of newcomers
and takes them out of their usual survival
mode.”

Hooman Nassimi, Initiator New Faces

As an organization you want to contribute to social challenges in society and
see this as an opportunity for a festival organization to create social impact.
As a festival you want to bring people with different perspectives and
backgrounds together because this results in a more stimulating festival where
diverse voices are represented.

SPECIFICALLY, IN THE AREA OF
INTEGRATION OF NEWCOMERS:
>
>

You want to help people who are struggling the most at creating a sustainable
social network, so that new friendships can arise (anti-isolation) and may be f
ollowed up in a lasting way.
You want to give newcomers the opportunity to gain work experience
independently.

SPECIFICALLY, IN THE AREA OF
PERSONNEL POLICY:
>
>

You are seeking a more innovative and inclusive approach to your organisation’s
personnel policy.
You want to create a learning environment for your own organisation; by
engaging a more diverse crew of volunteers this will create ‘social knowledge’
for your team. One can see this as an opportunity to grow skills as a professional
in the industry.
Deelnemer New Faces

AHMED

WARNING:
YOU ARE
OVERTHINKING
IT
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WHO TO
INCLUDE?
TO WHAT EXTENT?

Determine in advance how many newcomers you want to include as volunteers at your
festival. By taking a substantial starting point, for example 10% of all volunteer positions,
the chance of creating real impact is increased. By doing this, there is more chance of
people meeting each other and the intended inclusiveness becomes more and more
visible.

CONSIDER THESE POINTS TO MAKE THE
DECISION:
>
>
>
>
>

What are the financial possibilities to accommodate newcomers?
What is the position of this initiative within the festival as a whole? Is it
something you do on top of your other activities, or do you choose to make it an
integral part of your organisation and vision?
Is there an external party that can support your festival to outsource a number
of core tasks? Such tasks may include: Recruitment and partly of the support in
advance and upon arrival of newcomers at the festival.
How much time is there for your festival to make preparations with regards to
recruitment of volunteers?
How much time is there from your festival (volunteer coordinator and
subcontractors) during the start of the festival to guide the newcomers with
‘new’ questions? Can regular volunteers be of any help in this process?

DECIDE
COMMIT
SUCCEED

Deelnemer New Faces

HASSAN

WHO DO YOU WANT TO INVOLVE?
DO

When recruiting newcomers, communicate clearly which language is required as a basic
skill. Together with the participating festivals, New Faces chose English or Dutch as a
standard.
A requirement for effective interaction is to speak the same language. Determine which
languages are spoken within the organization and can be used during the realization of
the festival. Speaking the same language is not only essential for the smooth operation
of the festival but also to encourage verbal exchange between volunteers.

DON’T

Push newcomers to participate despite any signs of resistance.
Intrinsic motivation from newcomers is of great importance. Try to prevent people and
organisations from the outside to persuade newcomers to participate. This is often done
with good intentions, but experience already tells us just how counterproductive such
an approach is.
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FINANCING
The costs to involve newcomers can be divided into 2 possible categories:
1: The costs of practical arrangements, such as catering and travel and accommodation.
2: Labour costs, for personnel engaged in the recruitment of newcomers and support or
guidance at the festival itself.

1: THE COST OF PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENTS

Newcomers often have a low budget at their disposal. This affects the flexibility of
travelling to a festival, staying overnight, if necessary, and making use of catering
facilities on location. This can pose as an obstacle for newcomers to register as volunteers.
Consider covering costs in order to considerably lower the barriers for newcomers to sign
up.
Ideally, the festival should take care of this:
>

TRAVEL EXPENSES TO AND FROM THE FESTIVAL

>

CATERING COSTS

>

CAMPING GEAR FOR MULTI-DAY FESTIVALS

It is often convenient and cheaper to recruit volunteers near your festival.
As an additional advantage, participants have a greater chance to build up a
strong network, which they can maintain after the festival.
While regular volunteers often only get catering when they have a shift, it
will help newcomers to allow them to use daily catering services to lower their
overall expenses.
For many newcomers, a festival is also the first time that they camp at; keep in
mind that they often do not have enough money to pack the necessary
equipment for the festival.

“As far as any additional costs are concerned, there
are certainly funds available to cover them. If you
really want to do this, it’s not a very difficult puzzle
Deelnemer
to solve;
thereNew
is Faces
enough support.”

ALEJANDRA

2: LABOUR COSTS

When a festival chooses to include newcomers as volunteers, this requires new and extra
preparations, especially for the first time. In future editions of the festival, the labour
intensity decreases significantly because the festival can then reap the benefits of
previous experience and knowledge.
Depending on the choices you make as a festival, plan for enough time to look for
additional funding (if necessary), involving partners, recruiting newcomers, provide
logistical support and guide newcomers on their first days.
Read more about this in the next chapter.

WANT TO APPLY FOR EXTRA FUNDING?
>
>

Start on time!
See the chapter ‘The Reasons to Go for It’ for arguments that may be used when
applying for extra funding.

Volunteer coordinator , Welcome to the Village
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RECRUITMENT
HOW TO REACH AND RECRUIT NEWCOMERS:
>
>

Potential newcomers have to be attracted differently than your regular strategy
to find festival volunteers. This requires extra effort, especially during the first
time around.
Start the recruitment process simultaneously with the recruitment of regular
volunteers.

SPREAD THE WORD!
SUGGESTIONS FOR ATTRACTING NEWCOMERS:

These suggestions may be useful when you want to approach newcomers:
>

>

LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

In the Netherlands, local, state and federal government keep an overview of
organisations and initiatives that are active at local level around (ex)refugees.
This is especially true for your local municipality. They may offer you an
overview and possibly support you in making contacts with organisations or
people that have a better network with newcomers. Often municipalities
themselves do not have the capacity to play a major role, but it is possible to
make use of their partners who are involved in supporting newcomers with
participation, voluntary work or work with internship placements.

LOCAL ASYLUM SEEKERS’ CENTRES

Housing counsellors & programme coordinators can make a good assessment
of suitable newcomers for such a festival. Ask the asylum seekers’ centre for
a housing supervisor or programme coordinator. They know the residents well
and can suggest people who would like to contribute to a festival. Keep in mind
that participating in this initiative often falls outside their regular tasks.
Therefore, start the conversation in good time.

>

LOCAL (GRASSROOTS) INITIATIVES

>

LOCAL
DEPARTMENTS
OF THE REFUGEE COUNCIL.
Deelnemer
New Faces

such as Refugee Start Force, refugee ambassadors, Refugees Welcome, Meet
Up Café, Meat & Eat, etc.

ASMAA

>

INTEGRATION SCHOOLS

>

YOUR COLLEAGUE AS AN AMBASSADOR

>

TALK TO THE SUPPORTERS OF THE FESTIVAL

In the Netherlands, newcomers who have been granted asylum and are required
to follow a compulsory integration course are sent here. Visit during a lesson!
Teachers often appreciate this and have a good idea of who is suitable for
specific tasks or who suits the desired language proficiency.
spread the word internally and check out who has already the network or
contacts to reach newcomers.
online (via social media) you can share open calls that can easily be further
expanded by the network that your festival has already built up. You can kill two
birds with one stone because with this action you activate the know-how of your
network (‘spread the word’) and immediately show that you are working on a
valuable initiative.

WELCOME,
WE NEED YOUR
HELP!
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REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
>
>
>

>

It has proved most useful to standardize the registration forms for newcomers
and regular volunteers as much as possible so that no different administration
systems need to be maintained.
If possible, also spread the ‘Call for Volunteers’ via WhatsApp. WhatsApp is
often used by newcomers, as opposed to mail. Also consider whether it is
possible to communicate all further information via WhatsApp.
In the Netherlands, all volunteers must have a valid residence permit in order
to volunteer. Check if this also applies in the country of your festival.
If you involve newcomers, ask whether the person in question is currently going
through the asylum procedure or has already been granted a residence permit.
Call all selected participants just before the start of the festival.
This way you will immediately have verification for language skills an
motivation.

BONUS OPTION

Often more men than women apply to volunteer. In the recruitment process, ask women
from your own organization to invite female newcomers. This can create trust and lowers
the threshold. If a lot of male newcomers have already registered at an early stage, you
can choose to spend the rest of your time recruiting women to for equality.

MOHAMED

PROMO VIDEO

We have made this video with newcomers to give future volunteers an idea of what it’s
like to experience a festival. You may also use this to get your team and partners excited!
You may use it free of rights! Feel free to spread the love!
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/ZYZJ_XM7SOG

In the registration form you may add the following queries next the usual ones.
New Faces uses application forms in Dutch and English:
-

Selection: Basic proficiency in languages (optional languages that can be
spoken by the festival organization).
Whether newcomers own camping gear (if applicable).
The motivation for participating.

Deelnemer New Faces

GO FOR
FULL
EQUALITY
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INTERNAL
COMMUNICATION
INFORM YOUR OWN CREW

Inform employees of your own festival organization on time about the initiative and
the place it will have within the festival. It is also advisable to figure out who already
has experience in working with newcomers because this may provide input that may be
useful.Emphasize the intention to treat all volunteers equally.
			

INFORM (EXTERNAL) PARTNERS

There is a good chance that you, as a festival organization, will work together with external
parties to realize the festival. Consider whether these parties may get into contact with
newcomers during the festival. For example, an independent company that provides
catering for the crew or a campsite that provides tents for all volunteers. By informing
these partners on time and taking their feelings into account, you increase the chance
that the initiative will be widely supported.

MAHSHID

“Before I started working as a volunteer,
I felt that a lot of work was very difficult.
But once I got involved, I discovered it was pretty
easy. I learned new skills that I can use for the
rest of my life. It helped me with my personal
development.”

Participant New Faces

JONATHAN

Deelnemer New Faces
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PREPARATIONS
VOLUNTEER
COORDINATOR
>

>

>

>

If you have time, it is wise to briefly call all newcomers who signed up before
the start of the festival. It is immediately clear whether the required language is
actually being spoken. In addition, it is pleasant for both parties to speak with
each other, as this creates confidence for newcomers and your own organization.
Decide in advance with your organization to which extent you can help
newcomers financially with costs on travel & accommodation. Assume that
newcomers are often not in possession of camping equipment and that they
need support.
Ideally, catering is provided on the days when newcomers are present at the
festival (instead of only on the days when they have to work). It can be useful to
work with a ticketing system in order to avoid administrative issues with
receipts.
Provide newcomers with clothing advice: Often they have few possessions, thus,
it is wise to prepare them for what they can expect so that they do not face
unexpected surprises (for example, weather conditions or the workplace
where in clothing does not remain untainted).

“This year the project went much better because
of good preparation and last year’s experience.”

Coordinator, Welcome To The Village

UMUT

BONUS OPTION

Organize a meeting with the newcomers and volunteer coordinator in advance of the
actual festival so that everyone gets to know each other.

ASSIGNING TASKS

When making the schedules for volunteers, apply the same policy for all volunteers.
>
Some festivals make a distinction between flex teams and permanent teams.
Flex teams imply more frequent changes and irregularities. It is up to the
festival organizers to make choices about this. By making newcomers part of
a permanent team, the chance is greatly increased that the newcomer feels
more at ease, can participate more effectively in the regular course of events
and is able to forge lasting friendships.

Deelnemer New Faces
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DURING
THE FESTIVAL
At the start of the festival, it’s rush hour. This is also true for the newcomers who arrive.
Assume that newcomers are uncomfortable and still unfamiliar with the (often) chaotic
festival dynamics. By providing a warm welcome, where the course of events can be
explained in peace and quiet, an important basis is laid that ensures trust. That will
contribute to the rapid integration of the newcomers in the festival sphere.

UPON ARRIVAL
>
>

Try to get newcomers to arrive in smaller groups at the same time so that there’s
time for a clear briefing.
Bonus option: Involve some regular volunteers in the briefing, so they can take
on a ‘buddy function’.

CAMPING

At festivals where volunteers stay overnight on or near the festival site, camping space
needs to be prepared. Assume that the participants do not always have experience with
setting up tents. Make sure there are a few extra volunteers who can help out.

OLENKA

“The first two days are often messy, but after a while
everyone finds their place.”

Volunteer coordinator, Into the Great Wide Open

ON THE WORKPLACE

Ideally, there should be time, for short introduction rounds at the workplace where a
newcomer is assigned, so that all volunteers become familiar with each other. There is
no need to pay explicit attention to the fact that someone is a newcomer, but it is wise
to informally underline that the newcomer is new to the festival life and does or does
not speak a certain language. This lowers the barriers for both newcomers and other
volunteers to seek & help each other out.

ASSIGN A CONTACT PERSON

It is important that there is a clear point of contact for newcomers throughout the festival.
As soon as it is clear who or where to go with questions, uncertainties are removed.
Deelnemer New Faces

IN THE
HEAT OF
THE
MOMENT
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ALADINE

NASSER

BONUS OPTION
FULLTIME COORDINATOR & COMMUNITY MANAGER

Some festivals choose to have a special coordinator or community manager to be involved
during the entire festival, which is available for support and contact with newcomers.
The previous years have shown that the festival will be more accessible for female
newcomers when a community manager is present during the whole festival.

“The experience was more than wonderful...”

Participant New Faces

“When there was chaos and questions,
luckily it was very clear where and who the
contact person was, and they always went there
Deelnemer
New
Faces
to solve
those
questions.”
Volunteer coordinator, Welcome to the Village

GOOD
THINGS
TAKE
A BIT
OF TIME
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SINGLE
ELEMENTS’
TO REFLECT ON
COMPLEX AND UNCOMFORTABLE SITUATIONS

Due to different backgrounds, expectations and stories that volunteers carry with them,
it is possible that cases of misunderstanding can happen. This can lead to uncomfortable
moments. Keep in mind: No matter how sensitive the issue may be and no matter how
emotional people may become, always keep a cool head.

EXPONENTIAL LEARNING CURVE

Expect practical irregularities during the very first day(s). The start of a festival always
means chaos and for newcomers. Festival life is often a totally new experience to which
they will have to get used. Once the dust has settled, there is a good chance that everyone
will find his or her way around.

EQUAL AND YET DIFFERENT

MOHAMMED

“These were my best three days of the year.”
Participant New Faces

An important principle of New Faces is that everyone is treated equally, whether you
are a “newcomer” or not. In addition, it is sometimes advisable, for the benefit of both
the newcomer and the overall festival dynamics, to not take this principle 100% literally.
Sometimes extra guidance during the start-up is an important step to enable newcomers
to participate just as equally.

BONUS OPTION

Issue a certificate!
For each participant, you may issue a certificate to indicate that he or she has successfully
volunteered at the festival. Previous participants found this to be an important document
that they can use in their search for work. The presentation of the certificates can be a nice
moment for crew & newcomers.
Deelnemer New Faces

CONFIDENCE
IS
POWER
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INTERCULTURAL
COMMUNICATION
By involving newcomers in your organization, you offer everyone who participates, the
opportunity to develop skills in the field of intercultural communication. Intercultural
communication trainer Noemi Mena Montes explains:

INNOVATIVE WITH COMMUNICATION STYLES

Intercultural communication is the ability to work with people from different cultures.
You empathize with someone’s cultural background and values and adapt your
communication style accordingly, so that your message is not lost. Every organization has
a different culture so you adapt to the way each organization communicates.
Although you start from the principle that everyone is equal, this does not automatically
mean that you have to treat people in exactly the same way. It is important that you give
people the space to adapt.

LEARNING BY DOING

Within the context of a festival, intercultural communication is very concretely applied.
Expectations regarding time management, planning, working together in a team and
how feedback is provided may differ.
The variation of communication styles is easier when you have an idea of someone’s
background. Whether they already have experience with working in a team, whether it is
their first time at a festival and how long they have lived in the Netherlands, for example.
It can also make a difference whether someone is male or female. By reflecting on your
own way of communicating and how someone else reacts, you learn by doing. You build
up experiences that are relevant within every form of communication.

FOCUS ON THE GOOD AND THE GOOD GETS BETTER

If you involve newcomers at a festival, diversity becomes a very essential part of your way
of dealing with each other. You provide your employees and the public with more tools
in a global society: A starting point; skills for citizens of the whole world, not a single
country.
Deelnemer New Faces

SAMAN

“Even though the first day highlighted the
differences, the next day, newcomer or not,
had already blended in with each other and all
became part of the same festival.”

Volunteer coordinator, Oerol

LET’S ROOT
FOR EACH
OTHER
AND SEE EACH
OTHER GROW
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COMMUNICATION &
PUBLIC RELATIONS
(TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD)
As an organisation, consider beforehand whether you would like to communicate the
initiative to involve newcomers as volunteers to the outside world. There is something
that speaks for both choices. What seems the best choice depends strongly on the timing,
setting, network and current developments.
>

The initiators of New Faces have expressed the wish that the initiative should
become more and more obvious for festivals and thus, less and less mediaorientated. They hope that everyone wants to position the initiative as
something that is considered logical and natural, not a big highlight.

DON’TS
>

>

When you want to tell the outside world about the initiative, keep in mind that it
is important to approach all volunteers equally. It is important not to position
newcomers as ‘exotic’. This does not contribute to New Faces’ intentions to
promote integration processes.
When an incident with a negative connotation occurs, it is important not
to immediately ask for public attention, for example through the press.
Although the incident can be a hot item, this is not in line with New Faces’
intentions. It is important to think carefully about a positive approach towards
the press in which equality is self-evident.

Deelnemer New Faces

ABNER

“The diversity among the festival participants
and visitors made the atmosphere very positive
and full of fun”

Participant New Faces

SSSSTT,
SHOW!
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CONTINUATION
All festivals that were actively participating in New Faces in 2018 will continue with New
Faces in the coming years. Based on the experience gained, it will become easier to
organize the upcoming editions.
>

After the first time, recruiting newcomers will become much easier because you
can reap the benefits of your previous efforts. From then on it is a matter of
maintaining and updating the channels and partners that can (directly) appeal
to newcomers. In addition, you can proactively involve loyal newcomers and ask
them to encourage the newcomers they know from their own network. As a
result, your reach will become increasingly larger and work becomes more
efficient.

The founders of New Faces hope that this way of working will become completely natural
and organizations will discover new talent.
>
>

SHORHEH

Enthusiastic newcomers who register again can be deployed for more complex
tasks. This offers them growth opportunities and the potential to build up a CV.
In addition, you can include talent from the program and promote them to
work for the festival during the whole year in the preparation programme.
By involving newcomers on a more structural basis, organizations become
much more inclusive in an organic way, due to the increased frequency.

“No doubt, we would do it again.”

Director, Oerol

“It will generate extra energy: It will lead to
inclusiveness, even if it requires extra effort to set
it up.”

Coordinator, Welcome to the Village
Deelnemer New Faces

DREAM,
PLAN,
DO,
REDO!
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IMPACT RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN
“Why should I become a volunteer? What is festival like? Why do we not get paid? Why
do we need to sleep in a tent?”
These are some of the questions the founders of New Faces received. In order to
understand whether this project really makes a difference for the participants, New Faces
and Thijs Bouman, PhD, of the University of Groningen set up an impact study.
The survey was conducted among 106 participants, with a response rate of 65%.
Participants were spread out throughout the Netherlands; from Groningen to Maastricht,
from Amsterdam to Almelo. The average age was 30 years, the youngest was 18 years,
the oldest 61 years. 66% were male, 30% female, 4% other. Most participants came from
Syria, Iran, Venezuela and Afghanistan. The other respondents came from Gambia, Iraq,
Burundi, India, Yemen, Egypt, China (Uyghur’s), Turkey, Trinidad & Tobago, Lebanon,
Ethiopia and Eritrea.
The study consisted of a baseline measurement in which the participants answered
questions before they actually started working on one or more festivals. After completing
their tasks as volunteers, they answered a series of additional questions. The questions
were available in Dutch, English and Arabic. Besides this quantitative measurement,
all participants were interviewed during their volunteer work by a researcher who also
recently came to the Netherlands from Syria. The interviews were held in English or Arabic.

SOME RESULTS:
MOTIVATION

The main reasons for newcomers to sign up for New Faces:
>
They would like to meet Dutch people and make new friends
>
They have the need to learn the Dutch language
>
They want to acquire knowledge of Dutch culture
>
They want to gain work experience and improve their chances on the labour
market

IMPACT: KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS

Afterwards they indicated that they mainly gained experience in:
>
(Interpersonal) communication skills
>
Solution-oriented teamwork
>
The feeling of belonging (social cohesion)
>
Language skills
>
80% say that the project has contributed to their knowledge of Dutch society

IMPACT: NETWORK & WORK

Literature research* shows that increasing social contact and network can contribute to
integration and participation. It can help to move on in life. Social contacts outside of
the own community are linked to finding a job and improving language skills. Social
contacts within the own community are associated with emotional support or practical
help. Social contacts also contribute to reducing prejudice and loneliness.
In the area of social contacts and work, the research had the following results:
>
All respondents planned to stay in touch with people they had met during the
festival. On average, the respondents think they will keep in touch with three
volunteers
>
72% indicate that they have managed to build a larger network through New
Faces
>
69% state that it has become easier to socialize with Dutch people
>
55% found it easier to find other voluntary work
>
55% think they can find paid work more easily
>
1% have now been able to find paid employment

Deelnemer New Faces
HUSEEN

*

https://www.kis.nl/sites/default/files/werkzame-mechanismen-cultureleinterventies-statushouders.pdf
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“The project is great. I saw the guys from the
construction team all week long, working hard, but
always with a big smile. I would hit them up and hire
them for my own business.”

Director of the tent rental company at Oerol

“With this work you come into contact with all
kinds of different people.”

CARLOS

Participant New Faces

“Such activities are so valuable for integration and
for getting to know a new culture.

Employee of an asylum seeker centre “COA”

YXIORA

Deelnemer New Faces

MAKE
AN IMPACT
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COLOFON
Matthea de Jong
Hooman Nassimi
info@newfacesatfestivals.nl
newfacesatfestivals.nl
The initiative arose within the framework of Leeuwarden-Fryslan 2018 European Capital
of Culture within the IepenUP programme, a format on social issues.
WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO THE TEAMS OF:

Thijs Bouman, PhD | University of Groningen
Participating festivals for New Faces 2017/2018/2019:
Welcome to the Village (2017 & 2018)
Oerol (2018)
Into the Great Wide Open (2018)
Explore the North (2018)
Eurosonic Noorderslag (2019)

ODIER

TEAMS & SUPPORT FROM:

Leeuwarden-Fryslan 2018 European Capital of Culture
Society in Motion
Mena Montes | co-founder Re-Starter
Development program | Creative consultancy toolkit Cornelis Serveert - Eva Forceville,
Veerle Devreese, Sophie van Rijswijk and Ann Van Saene
DISCLAIMER

This development program contains suggestions to help festival organizations at the
start to involve newcomers as volunteers in the realization of the festival.
The suggestions are collected based on the experiences gained by 6 festivals that
embraced the initiative for the first time in the Netherlands in 2018. It is up to each
festival organization to make their own follow-up choices based on their enthusiasm and
common sense.

STERGO

Deelnemer New Faces
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